EXPENSES pg 7
   Added tech fee to Totals

PRIVACY pg 8
   Changed 20 to 15

ESTIMATED COST OF ATTENDANCE pg 24
   Updated Special Programs Cost

AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY pg 47
   Changed 220 to 222

BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY pg 49
   Remove course requirement replace with elective

CAPP 120 pg 70
   Added Course Fee $20.00

CSCI 112 pg 70
   Added Course Description

ELECTRICAL FUNDAMENTALS pg 75
   Removed ELCT 133 course description

MART COURSE DESCRIPTIONS pgs 82-83
   Added all MART course descriptions

PHSX 220 pg 86
   4 CREDITS
      Insert Lab Fee $40.00
      Remove lab course

WELD pg 89
   Removed Fees to 113-114

CORE III pgs 36-46
   Core numbering in the General Education, Core II was listed twice and NO Core III

EDU 225 pgs 39, 41
   Added course to Psychology and Human Services Program of Study

BIOMEDICAL pg 42
   Corrected credit totals

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE pg 43
   Corrected credit totals and spelling of Statistics

PRE-HEALTH/PRE-NURSING pg 45
   Corrected credit totals

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION pg 51
   Updated Program Learning Outcomes

ELECTRICAL LINELINER CERTIFICATE pg 57
   Corrected title of ELW 280, moved ELW 115 to 1st semester.

AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY pg 47
   Corrected program of study total credits
   Corrected total credits required for degree

EDUCATION COURSE DESCRIPTION pg 73
   Updated EDU 201 & EDU 225

BUILDING TRADES CERT pg 54
   Corrected total credits required for degree

WELDING CERT pg 51
   Corrected total credits required for degree

HEO pg 59
   Corrected course number HEO 110 to HEO 111